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Abstract 

Typical industrial applications in the field of Large-Volume Metrology (LVM) 
concern dimensional verification and assembly of large-sized mechanical 
components, in which levels of uncertainty of several tenths of millimetre are 
tolerated [1]. 

LVM systems are usually equipped with sensors that perform local 
measurements of distances and/or angles. Even though the existing measuring 
systems may differ in technology and metrological characteristics, two common 
features are: (i) the use of some targets to be localized, generally mounted on a 
hand-held probe to localize the points of interest or in direct contact with the 
measured object’s surface, and (ii) the fact that target localization is performed 
using the local measurements by sensors (e.g., through multilateration or 
multiangulation approaches). 

Recent studies show that the combined use of LVM systems can lead to a 
systematic reduction in measurement uncertainty and a better exploitation of the 
available equipment [2]. Unfortunately, the sensors of a specific LVM system 
are usually able to localize only specific targets and not necessarily those related 
to other systems; this represents a relevant practical obstacle.  

To overcome this obstacle, the authors have recently developed a new 
modular probe, equipped with targets related to different systems, and a tip in 
contact with the point of interest (P), which allows to localize P in a single turn 
[2]. This probe has several innovative features, e.g. (i) the number and typology 
of targets can be varied depending on the specific application, and (ii) it can 
integrate additional inertial sensors able to provide additional data, i.e., two-axis 
inclinometer and compass.  

The goal of this paper is to present a new mathematical/statistical model to 
localize the probe in measurements involving combinations of different LVM 
systems, i.e., equipped with sensors of different nature and metrological 
characteristics. The model takes the following factors into account: 
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 Relative position between distributed sensors and probe targets. 
 Uncertainty in the position/orientation of any distributed sensor. 
 Uncertainty in the local (angular and/or distance) measurements by 

distributed sensors, with respect to probe targets. 
 Number, typology and relative position of the probe targets (and 

corresponding uncertainty) with respect to the probe tip. 
 Angular measurements (and relevant uncertainty) provided by the 

inclinometer and compass embedded in the probe. 

More precisely, an overdefined system of equations is linearized and solved 
through the method of Generalized Least Squares (GLS) [3], which can be used 
to give greater weight to the equations producing less uncertainty and vice versa. 
For the model to be viable, some parameters relating to the sensors in use should 
be known in advance, e.g., uncertainties in the position/orientation or local 
measurements; this can be done through ad hoc experimental tests or using 
manuals or technical documentation of the measuring systems. The proposed 
model can also be used to estimate the uncertainty in the probe localization: a 
covariance matrix can be determined by applying the Multivariate Law of 
Propagation of Uncertainty (MLPU) to the system of equations. 

The model is automatable and could be a key tool to promote the combined 
use of LVM systems. 
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Background 
LVM systems (S1, S2, …, Si, …) are usually equipped with sensors  (si1, si2, …) that perform local measurements of distances 
and/or angles. Recent studies show that the combined use of different LVM systems – i.e., with sensors of different nature and 
metrological characteristics – can lead to a systematic reduction in measurement uncertainty and a better exploitation of the 
available equipment. The authors have recently developed a new modular probe, equipped with (i) targets (T1, T2, …) related to 
different LVM systems, (ii) inertial sensors (two-axis inclinometer and compass), and (iii) a tip in contact with the point of interest.  

Goal 
This research presents a 
new mathematical model 
to localize the probe tip 
(P) in measurements 
involving combinations of 
LVM systems.  

The model takes the 
following factors into 
account: 

(i) Position/orientation of 
any distributed sensor. 

(ii) Number, typology and 
relative position of probe 
targets.  

(iii) Metrological features 
of the sensors in use. 
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Description 

Advantages Applications 

• Better use of the instruments available; 

• Adaptable to any combination of LVM 
instruments; 

• Modular structure, easy to configure 
and customize; 

• Efficient and effective localization 
procedure, suitable to real-time 
applications. 

• Aerospace, Railway and Marine Industry 

 - dimensional verification 

 - assembly 

• Construction of large-sized 
technological structures, such as wind 
turbines, tanks, etc. 

Typical LVM instruments 
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An overdefined system of equations is linearized and solved 
through the method of Generalized Least Squares (GLS), 
which can be used to give greater weight to the equations 
producing less uncertainty and vice versa. For the model to 
be viable, some parameters relating to the sensors should be 
known in advance, e.g., uncertainties in the 
position/orientation or local measurements; this can be done 
through ad hoc experimental tests or using manuals or 
technical documentation of the LVM systems in use.  

The proposed model can also be used to estimate the 
uncertainty in the probe-tip localization: a covariance matrix 
can be determined by applying the Multivariate Law of 
Propagation of Uncertainty (MLPU) to the system of 
equations. 

The model is automatable and could be a key tool to promote 
the combined use of LVM systems.   1
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(1) A linearized system of equations, A·X – B = 0, includes: 

 one eq. for each pair of distance sensor and probe target; 

 two eqs. for each pair of angular sensor and probe target; 

 three eqs. related to a two-axis inclinometer and compass 
integrated into the probe. 

(2) GLS method: 

 

being W a matrix that takes into account the uncertainty 
of the equations (which depends on the metrological 
features of the sensors in use). 

(3) Estimate of the uncertainty in the localization of P: 
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